A polarizable continuum model for molecules at diffuse interfaces.
In this work we illustrate an extension of the polarizable continuum model to describe solvation effects on molecules at the interface between two fluid phases (liquid/liquid, liquid/vapor). This extension goes beyond the naive picture of the interface as a plane dividing two distinct dielectrics, commonly employed in continuum models. The main feature of the model is the use of a diffuse interface with an electric permittivity depending on the position. This characteristic clearly allows the study of simple interfaces as well as more complex membrane or multilayer structures. Moreover the smooth variation of the permittivity in the diffuse interface, in contrast to the sharp boundary between two regions, overcomes the numerical divergences due to charges placed at the boundary. The implementation of the model relies on the integral equation formalism, which allows one to calculate the reaction field acting on a molecule immersed in a dielectric environment once the proper Green's function is known. In the present case, such a Green's function is obtained numerically, allowing a large flexibility in the choice of the dielectric permittivity profile. The applications have been selected with the aim of illustrating the capabilities of the model; its present limitations are also discussed.